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Figure 1 - Two recreational users exiting Long Valley (B4). An unbroken 5km stretch of fence has been imposed preventing
recreational access at all times irrespective of military use. Without a gate the individuals believed their presence was wrong, yet
the lands were not in use and thus recreation permitted by the current byelaws. The reason(s) DIO elected to reduce Long Valley to
recreational access in name only remains unknown
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A Shared Space - Summary
The review of the Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaws represents a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to ensure the laws remain fit for purpose; to preserve both the primacy of military
training and the coexistence of recreational access when the lands are not in use.
The last decade has seen significant changes to how and when the public can access the lands when
not in use. Approximately 1650 acres of lands have been permanently fenced and recreational access
restricted at all times irrespective of military training.
Car parks have been closed and an aggressive policy to discourage cycling on the lands has been
implemented by Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO). Fencing has been installed without
consultation or regard to how the public use the lands. Commitments to consult on new fences via
the Local Access Forum remain unfulfilled. Existing provisions intended to manage anti-social
behaviour are not applied, yet the threat of fencing and exclusion of all appears acceptable policy.
It has taken repeated political intervention to ensure the lands are available for recreation. DIO have
repeatedly demonstrated the organisation is not a fit and proper body to act as custodian of access,
and safeguards are required to protect the rights of recreational users.
Trail Action Group (TAG) believes the byelaws review is a perfect opportunity to achieve a positive
working relationship between recreational users and DIO, to preserve both the primacy of a space for
military training whilst respecting the benefits of recreational access when the lands are not in use.

A Time for Change
The local community is passionate and cares deeply about the lands and access. A relationship
centred on partnership has greater potential benefit, to work together for what are often joint goals
and objectives. For such a relationship to function it must be equitable and the byelaws must reflect
the rights and responsibilities of both parties. TAG now call for the following assurances and
additions to the future byelaws:

Enhance Recreational Access for All
Preserve and enhance the Byelaws and to protect the right of recreational access when the lands are
not in use for military training.

Embrace Cycling
Marginalisation of responsible cyclists is a recent intrusion into what is a perfectly valid, beneficial
and valuable means of recreation. Restoring parity with walkers will correct a historical anomaly.

Redress the Balance
It will be a political and local tragedy to preserve recreational use, only to bear witness to degraded
or eliminated access and recreation a physical impossibility as more fences are erected.
Imposed fencing and danger sign misuse provides unequivocal expression of intention with respect to
recreational opportunity. A law that preserves recreational use must also preserve access.
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1 Background
§
§
§

The vast majority of land available for recreation by the residents of Aldershot, Farnborough,
Frimley, and Fleet are governed by the Aldershot Military Lands Byelaws 1976
The byelaws are well overdue for review and the public consultation was due to begin in April
2020 after many years of postponement
A number of local access groups have come together under the #saveyourwoods/
www.byelawsreview.com banner to campaign for responsible public access and to address
widely held fears that DIOs recent behaviour (removal of parking provision, fencing, cycling
ban, etc) will mean that the revised byelaws will further reduce public access

The Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaws (1976) have governed military and civilian use of
approximately 15,000 acres of lands in North East Hampshire, East Hampshire, Surrey and Berkshire.

Figure 2 - The byelaws cover a significant area. Areas coloured red are wild open space that lends itself to military training and
(when not in use) outdoor recreation. Areas coloured orange are military training areas with permanent exclusion (barracks or firing
ranges with unexploded ordnance). Green areas are public areas available to public recreation, such as SANGS or other open spaces.
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To the south of Aldershot lie two significant areas of military training lands; Hankley Common and the
lands close to Bordon and Liphook. Hankley Common is governed by its own set of byelaws1 and is
outside the scope of this document but a map of the area is included in appendix 7.2. The lands
around Bordon and Liphook are currently within scope of the Aldershot and District Military Lands
byelaw. For reasons unknown this area of lands will be subject to a new byelaw and they will be
removed from the scope of Aldershot byelaws. A map of this area is included in appendix 7.1.
Military use of the lands started in 1853 when the Act of Enclosure formally took possession of the
estate we know today. Comprising of lowland heath, the lands were of little or no agricultural value.
Over the next 50 years additional areas of lands were added, with some lands being removed and
developed for housing as the military requirements changed.
For decades cycling on the lands for recreation or commute has been accepted by DIO and
predecessors and cycling pre-dates the 1976 Byelaws. The underlying geology of the lands lends itself
to all weather outdoor recreation. For cyclists, open, level tracks with gentle gradients contrast with
more testing and challenging routes - families and the more adventurous mountain biker have used
the lands for decades.
The overdue review of the Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaws (1976) was announced in
late January 2020 and local consultation was due to commence in April.
Early in March the locally led campaign #saveyourwoods/ www.byelawsreview.com was launched in
order to raise awareness of the forthcoming byelaws review. The campaign focuses on the need to
share the land with MoD, their value as recreational space, the right of access, and the duration of
the consultation period. Social media posts from the campaign reached some 95,000 views from the
local area in March and April, and were actively engaged with (commented upon, liked, clicked
through etc.) by over 20,000 individuals.
The campaign also raised awareness of the recent approach taken by MoD/DIO towards recreational
use; banning cycling, closing car parks, installation of fencing restricting access and misuse of danger
signs. TAG feel that this indicates the likely outcome of a review; MoD/DIO seeking further
restrictions to access and to exclude the public irrespective of the lands being in use or not.

1

Surrey Commons Military Lands Byelaws 1978
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Figure 3 - A policy of removing informal parking has been implemented by DIO. Here a ditch and bank has been formed to prevent
parking. Making recreation as difficult as possible appears to be DIO policy and this has implemented without consultation.

The campaign quickly attracted tens of thousands of social media engagements and within two
weeks of its launch MoD announced another delay until an unspecified date in the summer. The
reasons for delay were not stated.

2 The Current Byelaws
§
§
§
§
§

The current iteration of the Aldershot Military Lands byelaws were introduced in 1976 and are
well overdue for review
Section 2 permits recreational access when lands are not in use for military training
Section 4 (1) forbids entry to any part of the land that is fully enclosed - this has been recently
used by DIO to fence in 1650 of acres and thus remove public access
Section 4 (2) limits cycling access to made up carriageways - effectively a cycling ban
The byelaws are a statutory instrument enabled by the Military Lands Act 1892

2.1 Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaws (1976)
The lands are governed by the Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaws (1976). The Byelaws are
a Statutory Instrument (SI) and are enabled through the Military Lands Act (1892). The 1976 Byelaws
is preceded by at least two revoked editions; dated 1939 and 1950 respectively. Neither historical
editions of the Byelaws restrict cycling in any way. One historical clause is present and reminds
cyclists that footpaths along a military highway are no place for a bicycle.
The current Byelaws contains the following relevant sections:
Section Intention
1
Describes the land to which the byelaws apply
2
Permits recreational access when the lands are not in
th
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3

use for military training
Rules and controls of road traffic on MoD roads

4(1)

Forbids entry to any part of the land that is specially
enclosed

4(2)

Limits cycling to made up carriageway

4(5)

Prevents assembly for public or private meetings

5

Procedure for being removed from the land – this is
known as being ‘Warned off’
Offences and who can enforce the byelaws
Exemptions

6&7
8

open space for recreation
There is only one significant MoD
road where these rules apply –
Bourley Road. Most users are
unaware it is a MoD road.
Recently used by DIO to remove
over 1600 acres of land from
public use by simply enclosing
with a fence
Ignored since 1976. Unenforced
and unenforceable
Ignored by formal and informal
groups - this includes scouts,
cycling groups, running groups,
etc.

The reason(s) for restricting cycling in the 1976 Byelaws are unknown. It is difficult to believe the civil
servant drafting the law could have predicted the growth in the sport of mountain biking during the
1980s, yet during the next 35 years nothing was done to enforce the law and restrict cycling. The
community has grown up using the land for off road cycling with many residents citing this as a
reason they moved to the area2.

2

TAG Access Report 2017 – free text responses to “Tell us in your own words why access is important”
th
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Figure 4 - The cyclist on the left is breaking the law. Cycling on the lands has become accepted custom and practice and the law no
longer serves society. With no mention of unicycles, the rider on the right is free to enjoy the space. The reasons to ban cycling are
unknown, unreasonable and ultimately unenforceable.

TAG are calling for the removal of s.4(2) and for the new Byelaws be brought into line with historical
editions that preserves and recognises how the local community uses the lands for recreation.

2.2 Military Lands Act (1892)
The Military Lands Act is the enabling act that grants powers to the Secretary of State for Defence to
enact Byelaws that govern military lands.
Of note is the following provision contained within s. 14(2):
Where any such byelaws permit the public to use the land for any purpose when not used for the military purpose to which it
is appropriated, those byelaws may also provide for the government of the land when so used by the public…and for the
prevention of anything interfering with the orderly use thereof by the public for the purpose permitted by the byelaws.

As part of the byelaws review TAG would like to see adjustments made whereby installing fencing or
other restrictions to recreational access (intentional or otherwise) are subject to far greater scrutiny
and control than present. It will be a Pyrrhic victory if s.2 is preserved in its entirety yet recreation
access is lost over a period of time by installing fences or other restrictive methods.

3 Current Use and Issues
§

Until 2011, restrictions on cycling were not enforced and local families now see cycling on the
land as a right
th
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§
§
§
§
§

§
§

The cycling ban is unworkable and out of step with MoD guidance and the wider national
need to encourage a healthy leisure pursuits
Local cycling groups have demonstrated that they want to be responsible land users through
the development and adherence to a code of conduct
Repeated invitations for DIO to work with local community groups to address issues of
common concern such as vandalism has been ignored
Strict interpretation of the byelaws could result in all group gatherings being banned, this is
out of step with current public use and custom
DIO has used a clause relating to enclosure of land to remove 1650 of acres of land from
public use without any consultation, even where that land has been available for public use
for more than 170 years
Wildcat diggers creating illegal cycle trails are a continuing issue - upon DIOs request TAG
created a report discussing possible solutions - this report has yet to receive a response
DIO are not a fit and proper body to act as custodians of recreational access

For 35 years restriction on cycling was not enforced and the local community embraced the open and
traffic-free space. Rambling by bike has become an important means of recreation where no two
rides ever follow the same route. The informal, random nature of the tracks grants infinite
possibilities and this flexible approach helps when people encounter troops. Training areas such as
Long Valley (known to the MoD as B4) contain around 64kms/40mi of informal trails within 1000
acres of land.
TAG is calling for changes to the current byelaws to limit the authority of DIO to restrict and limit
recreational access and mandate a closer working arrangement with the local community. There are
many opportunities to work together on matters of common interest and to use the partnership to
educate and inform land users.

th
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Figure 5 - There are many signs warning of the risks of using military lands, but none explaining the recreational access and
responsibility that it brings. The single notice reminding the community recreation is permitted is the small text buried in the
byelaws. The lands are available for recreation when not in use but DIO do not clearly state this.

The signs and notices at entrances to the lands are indicative of DIO policy; all signage is geared
around highlighting danger and risk. Apart from the byelaws notice there is nothing to indicate public
access for recreation is permitted when not in use by the military. Nor is there any instruction or
guidance as to what to do if troops are present and the lands in use. DIO are often quick to complain
of disrupted training but the public has not been provided with clear guidance explaining what is and
is not required.
The signs are passive messages intended to discourage and deter recreational access irrespective of
military demands. Communication of risk is important but there must be balanced with recognition of
Section 2 recreational access, and the responsibilities of such access clearly explained.

3.1 Vandalism

The 2003 report Public Access Consultancy for the Army Training Estate3 made a series of
recommendations to improve communication with the local community and help reduce vandalism
etc, not least of which were:
•
3

Encourage locals to be ‘your ears and eyes’

Public Access Consultancy for the Army Training Estate Regional Report ATE Home Counties dated August 2003
th
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•

Working with Local User Groups

As a local group with wide reaching social media communications TAG are ideally placed to help DIO
achieve these goals. Proposals to mitigate issues of troop disturbance, vandalism, night riding and
wildcat trail digging have been proposed at various points.
The anti-vandal trail scoping report by TAG for Ash Ranges has been delivered to DIO. Specifically
intended to encourage responsible presence and act as a vandal deterrent the trail had real potential
to deliver cost effective management. The report remains unacknowledged let alone implemented.
It is not possible to predict how a closer relationship between local user groups and DIO would have
evolved, or precisely what it may have delivered, but working for common good and goals may have
negated the recent announcement to spend public money restricting public access at Ash Ranges.
In 2020 - seventeen years after publication -TAG are patiently waiting for the 2003 report findings to
be implemented and a working partnership with DIO established.

3.2 Cycle Ban
In 2011 DIO attempted to enforce a ban on all cycling, citing that s.4(2) of the 1976 Byelaws restricted
cyclists to tarmac roads such as Bourley Road. To date no cyclist has been prosecuted under the 1976
Byelaws and this interpretation remains untested.
The Parish Council meeting held in 2011 at the Church Crookham Memorial Hall, where the decision
to ban cycling was announced by DIO, created a turning point in the public view to keep the lands
open. The event was widely attended by cyclists, runners, walkers and horse riders of all ages and a
clear message was delivered to DIO; their ban was unreasonable and unworkable. The large numbers
in attendance showed the strength of feeling. No data or evidence that responsible cycling presented
a higher risk, caused greater interference to military training or caused more harm than pedestrian
based recreation was shared or available for review, yet the policy to ban cycling continued.
Since 2011 infrequent attempts to instruct cyclists to leave the land have been reported. There are
many instances of DIO safety marshals ignoring the responsible cyclist recorded – this reflects the
reality that neither DIO nor Landmarc (contractors to DIO) have the manpower to prevent
responsible cycling.
The cycle ban imposed by DIO does not align with MoD’s own guidance; Joint Service Publication 362
makes no special reference to cycling as an activity requiring specific handling, management or an
outright ban. Indeed MoDs own websites frequently mention cycling provision on UK training areas.
In 2019 TAG were unofficially informed by DIO that there was no longer a policy to discourage
cyclists.
This informal policy shift remains publicly unstated yet those stopped by the training area marshals
report a subtle shift in policy; DIO now permit cycling on fire roads and the main tracks, but all other
tracks and trails remain off-limits. Until formal definition is published the public and those
th
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responsible for enforcement will remain confused. The new byelaws must clearly state what is
permitted and give absolute clarity. This point is discussed in more detail in section 4.
TAG has been negotiating with DOI for over 8 years to lift a blanket ban on the responsible cyclist. A
code of conduct4 has been published by TAG and is widely recognised by the local community as the
best-practice guide to responsible use of the land – for example it stresses that if you see military
use, turn around and go elsewhere. Recognition of TAG as representative of the responsible cyclist
has taken (and still requires) political intervention. The current situation does not encourage
cooperative and collaborative working on common issues - DIO continue to marginalise a significant
sector of recreational users.

Figure 6 - This cyclist is enjoying the sunrise at Caesars Camp. Riders will typically spend between 1 and 4 hours on the lands and the
5
majority will exercise 1 to 3 times per week . Therefore recreational use enjoyed by the local community will be measured in high
hundreds to low thousands of hours per week. Image © Hampshire School of Photography www.hampshirephotoschool.com

3.3 Group Gatherings
The popularity of cycling and walking on the lands has seen the informal organisation of group
events. Typically arranged on social media these gatherings are as much a social event and often
encourage many to take exercise when the idea of cycling or walking solo is less appealing.

4
5

See: https://trailactiongroup.co.uk/code-of-conduct/
Trail Action Group Access Report 2017 – to date the only survey examining cyclists and their use of military lands
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Figure 7 - The current byelaws contain provision to ban gatherings. The definition is unclear if this includes social events such as
group walks or cycle rides.

The benefits of social events are extensive and part of what builds a responsible and active
community.
A strict interpretation of the existing byelaws forbids such gatherings. To date DIO have made no
comment or action intended to curtail social gatherings in this way but the risk of unilateral
overbearing interpretation remains.

3.4 Fencing
Recently DIO have installed fencing to significant areas of land and permanently blocked many
popular access points. There was no public consultation with the impact on recreational use
completely disregarded. Fences are justified on safety grounds and in the case of Long Valley (B4)
heavy vehicle driver training may support such a claim for a part of the land. Yet contrary to political
and DIO assurances about preserving public access, gates have remained locked and warning signs
deployed for extended periods when no military training is underway. The use of danger signs has
extended to times when the lands have been booked for income generating civilian events

th
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Figure 8. - A private event in Long Valley using just 40 acres from a total of 960. The event organiser has taken reasonable steps to
highlight the event to recreational users. During this event DANGER signs asserted the lands were closed for military training when
there was no such use. Abuse of the danger signs in this manner has eroded the respect and value.

The current Byelaws clearly states the lands will be available for recreation when not in use and that
use is restricted to military training.

Figure 9 - This notice appeared at Ash Ranges complex in late March 2020. In May 2020 DIO announced the complete closure of the
range complex and removal public access, citing the decision had been taken some time ago and was nothing to do with risks
associated with COVID-19. DIO now deny closure was related to COVID-19 yet this sign was used to prevent recreational access. A
fear based approach – including the misuse of DANGER signs – is prevalent within DIO and appears to be acceptable policy. A
revision to the byelaw is required to ensure DIO remain accountable for their actions.
th
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In March 2020 DIO erected a new fence, completely preventing recreational access for a continuous
5km stretch - despite DIO assurances Long Valley can be available for public recreation in name only.
The areas covered by the Byelaws are significant yet DIO policy and hostility towards recreational
access is slowly removing vast areas of lands from public use. Figure 10 illustrates the areas lost
within the last two years and if losses continue to accrue at the same rate the entire area will be
unavailable for recreation within a decade or so.

Figure 10 - Areas of the training estate fenced by DIO shown in black. Fencing and access restrictions - irrespective of the lands being
in use for training or not - have been imposed without consultation with the local community. All fencing or loss of access directly
results in degraded community relations and a disproportionate amount of time – community and political – to ensure access when
not in use is preserved. The cost of waste – both in financial terms, political effort and lost opportunity for collaboration – is
unknown.
th
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The area known as Porridge Pots (G2) has seen new fences installed and has removed many popular
points of recreational access. Auditing the use of Porridge Pots to the same level and detail as Long
Valley is challenging yet there is no reason to think DIO would not apply the same draconian access
policy – exclusion irrespective of actual use – here.

Figure 11 - Screenshot from 360 mapping site showing fencing intended to block recreational access. Political commitments to keep
the lands open when not in use are not met in full when such access restrictions are imposed. The sign is further intended to prevent
recreation by declaring “No Entry” – contravening the principle of access when not in use.

3.5 Wildcat Digging
The loose and well-drained nature of the soil lends itself to the construction of trail features. Jumps,
gaps and berms tend to be constructed on established trails and are intended by the builders to
‘improve’ the route for the benefit of the more adventurous rider – it is worth noting that the
appearance of these features often correlates with school holidays. The section of the local
community responsible is thought to be tiny but their actions have a disproportionate and negative
impact on the land and community.
DIO are aware of the trails and construction work and do on occasions set about removing the
features. This policy is understandable and broadly supported by TAG. However, the current policy is
a perpetual game of whack-a-mole whereby features are constructed, ridden, found by DIO,
flattened…and then rebuilt and the process repeats itself. The current byelaws contains provisions to
deal with illegal digging, specifically s.4(4), s.4(8) and s.4(13). Imposition of further fencing and
recreational access restrictions have been cited by DIO as necessary to prevent digging activities.
However existing provisions and powers intended to manage anti-social behaviour are not applied,
instead the threat of fencing and exclusion of all appears to be the preferred policy.
TAG policy towards illegal digging has always been to work within the local community, recognising it
can never be eliminated but reduced to a manageable level. TAG was tasked by DIO to identify areas
th
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that may be suitable as a sacrificial area where digging and trail building could be permitted. A
suitable area was located. DIO then suggested a much larger area and TAG duly scoped and
presented a report into its suitability.
The report also outlined a strategy to shut down and manage the wildcat digging. Known “improved”
areas were to be declared, inspected and accepted and maintained, or flattened depending on their
risk profile. Concurrently TAG would be making it clear new features were welcome in the sacrificial
area and anything new elsewhere would be flattened by TAG volunteer work parties. At the same
time TAG would make it clear that responsible riders need to support and endorse, and discourage
digging elsewhere. It was to be a local community solution to solve a problem caused by a few within
said community. All of this was to be delivered at minimum or zero cost to DIO and any labour
supplied by volunteers.
The report was duly delivered to DIO at the end of 2019. Its existence remains unacknowledged nor
commented upon by DIO - it is unclear why there has been no response from DIO. The intent and
purpose of DIO policy with respect to wildcat digging remains unknown.

4 Future Byelaws Access Provision – The Options
§
§
§

Leaving the current cycling ban in place is unworkable, ignores decades of unchallenged public
practice, and will result in a significant access group being marginalised and unrepresented
Permissive routes have merit, but they are not a magic bullet, a restriction regime based
around these is likely to be unenforceable and will be widely ignored
Bringing cycling onto an equal footing with pedestrian access is the most workable solution,
and most likely to ensure a long-standing and mutually respectful relationship is formed

With respect to the Byelaws and cycling on the lands, there are several options available:

4.1 Do Nothing
The cycling ban has been widely ignored since the 1976 Byelaws received assent. Members of TAG
have been cycling on the lands since prior to 1976 and are aware of others with similar or longer
history. DIO Staffing levels for enforcement are unlikely to change and any ban would be contrary to
physical and mental health best practice advice from the government.
Leaving the byelaws unchanged will not change behaviour or compel cyclists to ride elsewhere – the
law would remain ignored by the community, but it will ensure cycling and cyclists remain both
marginalised and unrepresented. There will still be considerable doubt as to where cyclists may and
may not ride and could allow DIO to apply another draconian interpretation of the law at any time.

4.2 Allow Permissive Routes
Permissive routes such as linear tracks and loops where cycling is permitted is an option that could
offer a compromise to cyclists.
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However, any lack of clarity and certainty will serve no one. What may be ridden on and where those
routes are, is likely to remain unclear to the public, subject to interpretation and potentially invite
inconsistent enforcement by DIO.
Fixing routes will require long term maintenance. The nature of the lands is dynamic and whilst some
routes recorded as present in the 1888-1913 Ordnance Survey maps remain, others have
disappeared and been replaced with alternatives. Maintenance of notices as to what may and may
not be permitted would be necessary and incur costs.
The nearby Swinley Forest serves the formal trail network style of riding. The lands covered by the
Byelaws offer a more informal relaxed approach mainly for local riders. The informal approach means
riders do not coalesce around a few tracks and are not concentrated in specific areas. The trails at
Swinley concentrate and compel riders to use “Red” or “Blue” routes and the trails themselves
require regular inspection, maintenance and management. The wider user distribution on and size of
the military lands limits collective impact and little need to maintain trails. It could also change the
nature of the lands in what is a very developed and sometimes crowded part of the country.
Safety of the training areas is paramount whilst respecting public access under the byelaws, however,
DIO have a very poor track record in implementing evidence-based access policy and have
consistently failed to meet and preserve political commitments to do so. When (not if) responsible
cyclists maintain the accepted custom and practice of using all and any available tracks DIO could
hold the cycling community as being irresponsible lawbreakers and may seek to impose access
restrictions. Any commitment or offer of “turning a blind eye” would not replace legal certainty.
Any proposal of permissive routes only would be unlikely to resolve the challenges that DIO perceive;
accepted custom and practice would prevail, and cyclists would continue to roam beyond permissive
trails. TAG believes that specifying general cycling access and parity with those on foot within the
byelaws is a far more effective way forward - as well as one that maintains the traditional informal
access approach to the land.

4.3 Parity with Walkers
Effective cycling parity with walkers has existed on the land for many decades – since well before the
70’s until 2011 when DIO began to remove cyclists from the land. The byelaws review provides a
compelling opportunity to remove reference to cycling being forbidden on the lands and to correct a
historical anomaly.
As previously discussed, the inclusion of cycling restrictions in the byelaws (s.4(2)) enables DIO to
marginalise a significant section of the local community. An outright ban on cycling has proved both
unworkable and unreasonable in practice. To perpetuate the situation is unlikely to improve the
current environment and relationship with the local community.
Both clarity and parity are required in law to enable and ensure a long-standing mutually respectful
relationship is formed, and that relationship is formed upon a sound legal footing. This relationship
would act as a positive benefit for both DIO and the local community, whereby both parties actively
work together and collaborate on areas of mutual interest, and this would obviously include the
principle of allowing troops the space to train unhindered.
th
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Any law that permits one party to act with impunity and without restraint to the detriment of the
other will only maintain and persist the current unworkable situation.
The status quo cannot be allowed to persist, the opportunities for wider and deeper community
engagement present a massive opportunity and all users and custodians of the lands stand to benefit.

5 Suggested Modifications to the Byelaws
§
§
§
§

The right to public access to the lands when not in use by the military must be enshrined in
clear and simple to understand byelaws
Rules on cycling on the land must be aligned to wider MoD policy and established public
practice
Any reduction in public access to the lands must be subject to reasonable democratic checks
and balances and cannot be a unilateral DIO decision
Recommendations contained herein shall apply to the new byelaw intended to govern Bordon
and Liphook training areas.

5.1 Preservation and Enhancement of Section 2
In general terms section 2 of the current Byelaws and the principle of recreational access when the
lands are not in use for military training remains fit for purpose.
However, TAG would suggest rewording; rather than be permitted, to preserving recreational access
as a right.
The preservation of in use as a clause is important for both military and recreational user. As soon as
the lands are not in use the lands revert automatically back to available for recreation, and any sign,
notice or indication the lands are in use must only be applied when true.
Preserving section 2 will ensure local community access remains clear and is easy to understand.

5.2 Removal of Section 4(2)
As outlined in the preceding paragraphs banning cycling is a historical anomaly and has marginalised
a significant section of local community. Recent experience has proved a cycle ban is impossible to
enforce nor is a ban aligned with wider MoD policy that seeks to promote the public use of lands
when not being actively used for military purposes.
TAG strongly believes that any future byelaws will only be fit for purpose if they do not contain
provisions that forbid cycling in the way that section s4(2) does in the current byelaws.

5.3 Refine Section 4(5)
Cycling and walking in a group and part of a social gathering is common practice. Amending section
4(5) is required to clarify when and for what purpose a group gathering is and is not permitted.
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5.4 New Provision – Checks and Balances on Restricting Recreation
DIO have demonstrated that they will ignore political commitments to preserve recreational access.
Verbal and written assurances carry little or no authority and require repeated political engagement
to ensure compliance.
A robust legal framework is required to compel DIO to act in a manner that is respectful of the local
community and make the impact on recreational access a consideration when planning changes to
the estate. The Military Lands Act 1892 clearly expresses Parliament’s intentions and Section 14(2)
permit Byelaws to protect recreational access and prevent interference with the orderly use of the
lands.
TAG are calling for provision to place recreational access at the heart of planning and that any
proposed changes to the estate restricting or removing recreational access are subject to a public
consultation of at least 30 days duration and that public responses be considered before access
restrictions are enacted.
Such a clause would ensure due diligence and consideration of recreational rights in all future plans
and place the community relationship with DIO on an equitable and sound basis.

6 Conclusions
This position paper has examined the issues currently facing public access to the Aldershot Military
Lands. The revised byelaws will provide the foundation upon which long term, sustainable solutions
can be built.
§

The local population understands and supports the need for military primacy on the land but
this should not mean that the public right of recreation can be circumvented or ignored by
DIO. The public right of recreation must be enshrined in the new byelaws.

§

The current 1976 byelaws are out of date and no longer fit for purpose. They are not in step
with the realities of public use of the military lands. Generations of families have now grown
up cycling on the land and now due to recent policy changes in DIO, they face potential
prosecution. The new byelaws must address this by allowing recreational cycling upon the
lands and preserving the existing pedestrian rights.

§

The military land represents the vast majority of open access land around the Farnborough /
Frimley / Aldershot / Fleet area that is available for public recreation. It is of paramount
importance to the physical and mental wellbeing of the local community. DIO must not be
able to remove 1000s of acres of land from public use unilaterally and without democratic
scrutiny. Therefore the new byelaws must ensure that any reduction in access is subject to
proper checks and balances.

§

DIO must be encouraged to find mutually acceptable solutions to problems on the land by
working closely with local community groups. These groups represent a large and motivated
resource of people who want to see all responsible user-groups co-exist.
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TAG firmly believes that the forthcoming byelaws review represents a unique opportunity to reset
and dramatically improve the relationship between MoD/DIO and the local community. The sense of
shared space has served both military and recreational users well over 150 years – a pragmatic,
forward looking review can ensure that this continues in the decades to come.
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6.1 About TAG
TAG was formed in 2011 by local cyclists as a result of negative publicity surrounding cycling on MoD
land with the aim of ensuring continued access to this valuable resource for the local community. We
felt it was important to provide the military, and other stakeholders, with a central contact point for
cycling in the area.
The group’s aims are firstly to promote responsible land use via a Code of Conduct for cyclists using
military land, and secondly to lobby to secure continued recreational cycling access to the military
lands in perpetuity. Our Code of Conduct makes clear reference to the current byelaws, the
importance of the prime function of the land being for essential military training, in addition to how
to act responsibly during encounters with military users.
Over the last few years TAG’s footprint and primary communication methods have moved online to a
website (www.trailactiongroup.co.uk) and Facebook (www.facebook.com/trailactiongroup). We have
a large number of supporters and our posts are typically read by thousands of local residents and
recreational land users – for example our posts on the installation of a new fence around the Long
Valley area were engaged with by in excess of 30,000 people, including many thousands from outside
the cycling community.
The TAG committee includes members of the largest cycling groups and clubs in the area – these
groups represent many hundreds of mountain bikers. We also have links into CTC / Cycling UK (the
national cycling charity), the racing community (Gorrick), other recreational groups, and local cycle
businesses.
The committee has built relationships with DIO/MoD, the Training Area Marshalls, Landmarc, local
wildlife trusts and councils to understand and respond to the needs of other interested groups
concerned with the land.
TAG has also recently been a primary organiser of the #SAVEOURWOODS (www.byelawsreview.com/
and www.facebook.com/byelawsreview) campaign that was recently set up to ensure full public
participation in the forthcoming Aldershot Military Lands byelaws review. The stories and posts made
by the campaign have had high organic penetration on social media, with Facebook analytics for
March/April 2020 showing our posts reached had 95,000 views from the local area, and were actively
engaged with (commented upon, liked, clicked through etc.) by over 20,000 individuals.
Finally, it is worth noting that TAG is not affiliated with any political party in any way whatsoever.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Area Map – Bordon and Liphook
The Aldershot and District Military Lands Byelaw currently includes significant areas in the Bordon
and Liphook area.
DIO have indicated this area of the training estate will be subject to new and separate byelaws. The
reason(s) for this decision are unknown but we fully expect recreational access to be preserved and
enhanced as per the recommendations in this position paper.

Figure 12 - Areas of military training land covered by the current Aldershot byelaw. Bordon has undergone significant changes in
military use. This map is based on existing byelaws map and local knowledge.

7.2 Hankley Common Area Map
The military training lands of Hankley and Elstead Common are covered by a separate byelaw; Surrey
Commons Military Lands Beylaws 1976. The review of this byelaw is unknown but based on the age is
likely to be in planning. We fully expect recreational access to be preserved and enhanced as per the
recommendations in this position paper.
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Figure 13 - Military training areas covered by the Surrey Commons Military Lands Byelaw (1978)
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